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Harassment policies
Sarah Core
Staff Writer
A special task force has pro-
posed changes to the College's
procedures for handling sexual
harassment complaints, a plan
supporters say will streamline and
improve the school's policies.
Task force chair Anne Gates, sec-
retary of the College, said the group
also examined options for educat-
ing the campus about the changes,
due to take effect next year.
Under the proposals, adminis
Wheeling around Wooster
M
Excited bikers celebrated the kickoff of the new community bike program on Friday by riding around
campus. See full story on page 3. ..
SGA committee succeeds
in changing move-o- ut
time for seniors.
- page 2
trators designated as mediators
and investigators will handle
complaints for all staff members,
faculty members and students,
replacing the old system that had
separate investigation systems for
each group of people. The media-
tors will include the directors of
human resources and the Wellness
Center and the deans of students
and faculty.
Current policies don't
include a concrete standard
for dealing with complaints.
A public workshop on the pro
PI
Editor loves Wooster, but
hates administration's
recent actions.
- page 5
revamped
posed changes will be held today
at 4 p.m. in Lowry Pit.
"We really did an in-dep- th
analysis of the procedures for
bringing a complaint of sexual
harassment," said Gates. "The
committee felt it very important
that a concern or complaint of
sexual harassment would be fol-
lowed through on, and that there
would be a streamlined process."
The proposal also details proce-
dures for resolving complaints
both formally and informally.
continued on page 2
Features editors reach
altered states in sensory
deprivation tank.
- page 6
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Security to receive
outside review
Dan Shortridge
Associate Editor
An outside group will launch a
comprehensive review of the
College's security policies and
procedures in the next several
weeks, officials said Wednesday.
The study is taking place in the
wake of the College's budget cuts
and a slew of student complaints
over safety and security issues.
Director of Safety and Security
Joe Kirk said he is contacting
campus law enforcement organi-
zations on the national and state
level to recruit team members.
He said that bringing in experts
on security and campus safety,
coupled with student focus
groups, will be the best way to do
that type of review.
"They tend to do a top-to-bott- om
survey," Kirk said. "We hope
to get the ball rolling as soon as
possible ... I'm very much look-
ing forward to the review team
coming in."
Kirk said he hopes to have team
members on campus within the
next few weeks. The Dean of
Students' office is currently
recruiting students for the
focus groups.
The review team will meet with
students, faculty members and
staff members to discuss current
campus security issues. Kirk said
the study will include both the
office structure and the campus'
physical security.
To build the review team, the
Wooster's film festival to
take place on Saturday.
- page 8
College is tapping into the
resources of the International
Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators, a
professional group, and its
Ohio branch.
Kirk said that the group's rec-comendati- ons
will be studied and
implemented over the late sum-
mer and early fall, in time for the
start of the fall semester.
Kirk also reached an agreement
this week with representatives of
the Student Government
Association who had requested
portions of the campus' security
officers' handbook.
He said he will provide them
with his officers' "Rules of
Conduct" by early next week,
but expressed his concern about
releasing the entire officers'
handbook on the grounds it
contained confidential informa-
tion such as radio codes and
secure procedures.
The conduct policies may be
included in next year's "Scot's
Key" or posted on the Security
"Web page by the summer.
Student leaders earlier in the
year called for a formal system to
probe the conduct of Security offi-
cers, and a Voice report concluded
that officials had failed to include
required information in its daily
crime log reports and sexual
assault handbooks.
Kirk has said he has no objec-
tions to SGA reviewing com-
plaints against his officers.
Baseball team wins 20th
game.
- page 1 1
News
Editors: Maren L. Miller & Mary Nienaber Assistant Editor: Lindsay Bye
Comittee successful in extending move-o- ut time for seniors
Alex Pries
Manacig Editor
Graduating seniors will have
until 8 p.m. to leave the College
after graduation a four hour
extension thanks in part to Dave
Brown, director of residential life
and housing and Student
Government Association ad
hoc committee.
The extension represents a shift
from the original 4 p.m. deadline,
a change which Brown hopes will
remain permanent if all goes well
this year.
SGA Senators Betsy Quilligan
'05, Andrew Bonito '02 and
DeLisa Williams 05 took up the
request early last semester,
originally placed by SGA
president Jen Telischak '02.
Task force to
continued from page I
"The intent with both processes
was that we would have a very
efficient and effective process that
would be fair to all parties
involved," said Gates.
The proposal also includes a
clause stating that the resolution
process will be completed within
five working days.
The task force, whose members
included Dean of the Faculty Tom
Falkner and Human Resources
Director Gary Thompson, also
developed a set of forms to docu-
ment harassment charges. The
forms include one that resolves
the complaint and brings closure
to the process with the signature
of the complainant and a witness.
At an information session held
last week. Gates said she was
"particularly impressed by the stu-
dents' interest in informing mem-
bers of the campus community
about the policy and for beginning
to develop ways in which they
thought that they could take part
in that."
One student at the forum
suggested that an added bene-
fit to the diversity on campus
might be the creation of an
Equity Council, where the leaders
Telischak also served on the
committee.
Quilligan said. "It the
extension was a nice compro-
mise between our original
goals and what policies the
school has in place."
Brown said concerns about stu-
dents being asked to leave the
College by 4 p.m. after graduation
were raised last year, but they
were too late for any significant
changes to be implemented.
"I continued to hear it this year
and felt the ... SGA representa-
tives did a good job in defining
the issues, so we backed up the
deadline to 8 p.m.," Brown said.
Originally, Quilligan and SGA
had hoped to let seniors stay
overnight after graduation.
However, Brown and the commit
hold public
of different campus organizations
could meet regularly to discuss
campus concerns.
As for changes to the sexual
assault and rape policies. Gates
said, "I think that the sexual
assault policy is an area of con-
cern for some members of the
campus community and I
would encourage them to talk
tee agreed not to allow students to
stay the night
Quilligan said having students
stay overnight "was a major con-
cern of the school's."
According to Brown, one rea-
son includes the fact that evening
hours during graduation week-
end have historically seen
large amounts of destruction
of property.
"Last year alone, there were
dumpster fires, intentional vandal-
ism ... a lot of damage done to the
campus and I think no one wants
to see that happen," Brown said.
Another concern with having
students stay overnight included
the large numbers of R.A's and
members of the housing staff who
are required to remain on campus
checking students' out of their
workshop to discuss policy changes
with the dean of students
about their concerns."
She also invited any future task
forces dealing with those issues to
look at applicable areas of the
revised sexual harassment policy.
"The process that we undertook in
looking at sexual harassment is
very focused issues of confiden-
tiality and working through the
leasing, insurance, and how to keep
Fred Irwin and Bill Cross of
including "cooking for one" for all
Tompos.
Attention Seniors!
Real World 1 01 takes place on
April 13, 2002 12:30 p.m. in Lowry Pit
Attend these sessions for great information on
coping with life after Wooster!
"Seeking Shelter" 12:30 p.m. -- 1 p.m.
covering the basics of finding the right apartment or house. Provides tips
from a pro on what to look forwhat to watch out for! Presented by Anne
Lulow '62.
"Daddy Took the T-Bl- rd Away" 1 p.m. -- 1:30 p.m.
provides information on buying versus
your car running smoothly. Presented by
Performance.
"Cooking 101" 1:30 p.m. 2 p.m.
teaches the basics of meal preparation,
beginning cooks. Presented by Pam
"Money Matters" 2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
explains the basics of paving back student loans, figuring out a budget.
understanding retirement plans, and other financial questions. Presented by
financial planner, Chuck Hoover '87.
rooms and inventorying the con-
ditions of the dorms. Rooms also
need to be cleaned and repairs
made from normal wear and tear
damage that occurs during the
course of the academic year.
The College is also active
over the summer Brown said,
and this activity means students
need to move out quickly to
insure that rooms are available
for summer camps and groups.
The new extension will apply
to all students but Brown
stressed that exceptions would
be made for students with
unique travel arrangements.
"We will work individually
with students on their unique
needs," Brown said.
While organizing the
request, Quilligan worked to
process in a timely but careful
manner certainly those elements
are key to a sexual assault policy,"
said Gates.
For people unable to attend
uncover how other colleges
and universities dealt with
moving out after graduation.
According to Quilligan,
"There is no real consistent
way of handling graduation.
Some schools say you just
need to move out after gradua-
tion, others say you need to
move out before graduation."
Some of the schools include
Case Western Reserve University
where students move out the next
day, Wittenberg's deadline of
5 p.m. the same day of gradu-
ation and Allegheny College
who has students leave the fol-
lowing morning.
Brown said, "I think that you
will find ... that the policy we've
had in place is pretty equitable to what
other campuses do for graduation "
today's meeting, comments
should be directed to Gates via
e-m- ail or phone. The revisions
are available on the Internet at
www.wooster.edupoliciessecure.
Virus Alert
Attention PC users: The KLEZ.EML virus has been passed
around campus over the last week, with several subjeect lines.
McAfee can clean the virus with the latest tools.
To update, visit www.wooster.edutechnologydocumentation
and look for "Virus Protection - Windows." "
For more information on the virus, see
httpMl.mcafee.cordispVirus.asp?virusk99237.
User Services .
Help Desk
The swimming ardcle in Ia.;t week's jrrrts a c; ::J several
errors. The results reported were for the r. cn's NCAC C'e meet, not
the NCAA national meet The writer erred. '
As journalism is a hunum process, there is a con s:a:t potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the wav: in newsgather-in- g,
editing or priming. Vie Voice staj strives to avoid such mistakes,
but when art error does occur, it is our policy to cJ.k'I it and promptly
correct it Tiiis space exists for thai purpose. Cidl the Voice office at
330.237.3000, ext. 2598, or email at voice Q wooslcr.ediu
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Parade kicks off new bike program
Rachel Kranch
Staff Writer
A parade of cycling enthusiasts
pedaled across campus last week
to launch Wooster's new com-
munity bike program, which
kicked off Monday with painted
and polished bikes, scattered
around campus for public use.
The students and campus
members who attended the
parade were enthusiastic about
the start of the program.
Recycling coordinator
Jessica Reitz, believes that the
bikes "will help promote less
traffic on campus by provid-
ing alternative forms of trans-
portation in general."
Anthony Knapp '05 was less
optimistic about the long-ter- m
effects of the program. "I'm not
too sure of the consequences of
the bike program, but it will make
people think twice before driving
their cars," he said.
According to organizer Josh
Lynch '02, the purpose of both
the parade and the program is to
"bring the community closer
together through using the bikes."
Lynch also hopes to generate
a sense of trust in the college
community, as well as eliminat-
ing some of the hassle caused by
the recent lack of student parking.
Although he is unsure of what
specific events the program will
hold next year. Lynch believes
that the program will carry over
into the next year and contin-
ue on long after he leaves.
He hopes a summer stipend
position can be created either
this summer or next with the
Commencement speaker cancels
Wooster's scheduled commencement speaker has cancelled due to
health concerns, College officials said Wednesday.
Duke University professor John Hope Franklin, 86, declined the
speaking position this week, said College spokesman John Finn. Finn
said that efforts will be made to find a replacement speaker, led by the
president's office and Secretary of the College Anne Gates. "At this
point, obviously things will have to be expedited, he said. "I'm sure
they'll take care of things as quickly as possible." .
Franklin, a preeminent scholar of African-Americ- an history, had
been invited to speak at the College's May 13 graduation ceremonies
by Alphine Jefferson, a former student of Franklin's and now a histo-
ry and Black Studies professor at Wooster.
"USA Today " recognizes senior
A Wooster senior's I.S. project won national attention in a recent
"USA Today", article on undergraduate research.? Rachel Renkes, a
history major, was mentioned in last week's article for her project
studying underwear throughout the ages. In her thesis, she found that
men and women generally did not wear briefs before the mid-180- 0s,
believing that clothes close to the skin were unhealthy. Renkes' proj-
ect was included in the same article along with projects at the
University of Wisconsin-Ea- u Claire, Elon (N.C.) University and
Furman University. '
Wellness Centerformally opened
The College's new $2 million Wellness Center was formally
opened this weekend with a ribbon-cuttin- g ceremony for the 10.000-square-fo- ot
building. The center, named the Longbrake Student
Wellness Center for Trustee William Longbrake and his wife, Martha,
who donated the money for the building. Donations were also made
by Trustee David Fleming and his wife, Peggy. The building was
designed by Boston-base- d Payette Associates and built by Bogner
Construction Company of Wooster. ;
purpose of maintaining the
bikes over the break, as well
as a continuation of this posi-
tion during the school year.
The bike program was First dis-
cussed last year, but was post-
poned until this year because of a
lack of money and appropriate
resources. Student organization
Environmental Concerns of
Students received a grant from
the National Wildlife
Foundation earlier this year,
making it possible for the bike
program to purchase and
repair the bicycles necessary
for the. creation and continua-
tion of the program.
Bike Program
Stipulations
1
. Always return bikes to
on-camp- us bike racks.
2. Always lock bikes
when not in use.
3. Call extension 2740 if
bikes need repairs or have
been found.
4. Ride at your own risk.
5. Riders on campus
should contact Josh Lynch
to obtain information
about the bike lock combi
nations.
HELP WANTED
May 12-1- 3
Commencement Weekend
12 underclassmen to serve
as assistants during
Baccalaureate and
Commencement.
Duties include seating
guests, distributing pro-
grams, assisting with hous-
ing registration and assisting
guests with disabilities.
Contact Sally Whitman at
swhitmanwooster.edu by
April 15.
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Mix of old and new events make
up South East Asia Bazaar
Last week, students celebrated South East Asia week with several
events, including the Bazaar in Lowry Center. This year's Bazaar
included traditional events, such as the popular Henna and the dis-
play of costumes. However, new aspects were also added to the
event, which included an informal talk by Tom Alter, father of
Jamie Alter 03, about his experience in the film industry.'
Organizers were happy with the attendance of the events, especial-
ly from members of the community.
Absolute
Saturday,
April 20
Daniel's Amish Collections, located at 9821
Harrison Rd., Apple Creek, Ohio. Wayne County.
To locate from west side of Mt. Hope take Harrison
Rd. west off of SR 250 thru Maysville, Ohio 12
mile to Daniel's Amish Collections,
ALL NEW 300 PIECES OF AMISH MADE
FURNITURE: 15 tables, chairs, bedroom suites,
computer desks, beds, armoires, end & coffee
tables, plant stands, hall trees, curios, benches,
rockers, pie safes, jelly cupboards, bar stools, cor-
ner hutches, some small items. Owner Daniel's
Amish Collections Terms: Cash, check with ID,
Visa & Master Card Auctioneer: Jerry Scott CAI
Amish food available and will benefit needy
Amish families in the community.
Photo by Emily Davis
Auction
10:00
A.M.
Note: Most of the furniture is in perfect condtion
and is constructed of solid oak wood. Don't miss
this chance to add to the beauty of your home with
this well- - crafted furniture. Bring this sale bill
with you, present it at the food table and receive a
fresh Amish baked doughnut
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. s;;ii. r anJ ictim's a J oc..ts Katie
ir.'.icieJ Wooster for hainj "inaJe- -
v ar.J 'Vut-of-d.;:e- " definitions of sexual assualt. We
!
.ive haJ numerous letters to the Voice this year from both
v.idcnts an J f.wulty members asking for results, and now
we are f,iu!!y starting to see some baby steps made in that
rectum, however slow and small they may be. as a move
towards a better future.
Trustees' absence felt by students
Lat weekend saw the Board of Trustees stop in for the
annual spring visit in order to meet with the pow ers-that-- be
in G.dpm, key faculty members and select student leaders.
It's tli.it last category "select student leaders" thtit ran-
kles us the most. Those students, including officers from student
government, student activities, campus publicatioas and volun-
teer groups, are hardly representative of the wide range of stu-
dent concerns on this campus. And to make matters worse,
they aren't even afforded a meeting with the full Board of
Trustees, only a special committee on "Student Relations."
Especially at a time like this, with a growing budget
deficit, mass layoffs and rumors swirling around the ether.
Wooster's students need a direct pipeline to the trustees, the
fulks ultimately responsible for the financial and academic
well-bein- g of the school. We propose a full-fledg- ed open
forum where the boardroom bigshots can hear the straight
scoop from the people who are directly affected by the deci-
sions they make. We don't know if that'll happen anytime
sH'n. Hut given t! e grow irg l.uk of confidence in the adir.in-- i
.::..:;on, the TroOcvs need to do something. And quickly.
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1Editor: Erin McCann
WRG celebrating Women's Week
To the editors.
This year's Women's Week
began yesterday evening with a
performance by "The Meat" and
will culminate with Tuesday's Take
Back the Night rally. Women's
Week is an annual event, sponsored
by the Women's Resource Center,
noted for diverse activities focused
on women's issues.
Take Back the Night is a cam-
pus tradition around the country,
started to call attention to issues
of violence against women, par-
ticularly safety at night. The
event begins with an open-mi- c
session for poetry, facts about
sexual assault and survivor sto-
ries. A march around campus
follows with candles and cheers.
This year the rally will be held at
7 p.m. Tuesday in Mackey Hall.
Throughout the week, WRC
will be selling t-sh- irts at lunch and
dinner. The shirts will be stenciled
while you wait with your choice
this year's Take Back the Night
emblem, feminist sayings, or your
own unique messages.
Sunday's Stitch V Bitch, at 2
p.m. in Lowry Pit gives the oppor-
tunity for community knitting,
crocheting, sewing, etc. Bring
fabric, yarn or other crafty things
to share.
Monday at Lowry, WRC will
raffle literature from the Blood
Sisters, a feminist non-prof- it
organization. The tickets are
quizzes about women's health that
must be completed to be valid.
The pamphlets are DIY (do-it-yourse- lf)
health guides and are
available for sale as well.
This week is a great way to
show your support of the women
of the campus. Join us for some or
all of these events!
Kerry Makin-Byr- d '02
Betsy Quilligan '02
What flavor is "tootsie" anyway?
This editorial is about I.S.
I know that I.S. Monday was
three weeks ago, but please for-
give me I just finished my
Tootsie Roll this morning. I took a
nibble every day.
When I was a kid, I used to
resent the stingy people in my
neighborhood who just gave out
Tootsie Rolls for Halloween. If
only I knew then what I know
now, perhaps seven-year-o- ld
Leila would have looked my
Tootsie-givin- g neighbors in the
eyes and said, "Hey, thanks! One
day a Tootsie Roll will be my only
.
reward for enslaving myself to a
mind-controlli- ng project for
seven months of my life!"
My project was the creation of
my own feminist magazine (now
on sale at the Wilson Bookstore!).
By the time Spring break rolled
around, I was fervently drawing
the project to its close. I don't
think I ever changed out of my
pajamas during those last two
weeks. Perhaps you saw me
around. Unfortunately, those
weren't trendy dredlocks that
was poor hygeinc.
So I've made the point that I.S.
took over my life. It's like having
mono you're always battling
with it, you feel lethargic and you
can't do anything else until it's
out of your system. But I.S. won't
rupture your spleen well, I
guess it depends on what your
project is.
.
.
Anyway.
So I turned it in and received a
Leila Atassi
Tootsie Roll. Hey, it's a really fun
tradition, don't get me wrong. But
that little roll of odd-tasti- ng
brown candy we call "tootsie"
represents far more than a
Wooster tradition. It is a symbol
of the inconsistent level of sup-
port seniors receive from the
College throughout the I.S. process.
Let's break it down:
First of all, allow me to say
that my publication would not
have been possible without the
financial support of theCopeland
Fund. I sincerely appreciate the help.
But when I applied for the grant
back in the fall, I never dreamed
that I would only be given approx-
imately half the cost of publishing.
When my fellow applicants and I
received the news of how much
we would have to work with,
some seniors informed me that
they were granted large amounts of
money to take trips to fun cities.
I imagined my friends hanging
out in New Orleans and San
Diego, while I would be forced to
publish my magazine on loose-le- af
paper for lack of funds.
Thanks to the undying support
of my I.S. advisor and the help of
the English department's
Donaldson Fund, I was still able
to publish the quality magazine I
had envisioned. However, I was
never informed as to why the
Copeland committee did not feel
that it was important for me to
have enough money to complete
my project
I heard from a friend whose
uncle grew up with a guy who
was friends with a member of the
Copeland committee of 1987 (or
something like that) that the com-
mittee felt that I didn't need to
publish as many copies of the
magazine as I had claimed. There
wasn't even an interview that
would give me the opportunity to
defend my proposal, damn it!
And thanks. College of Wooster
for showing your support by let-
ting seniors stay rent-fre- e in their
crappy dorm rooms for the last
two stressful weeks of the I.S.
crunch! Oh, wait a minute. I for-
got you charged us $13 a day!
Also, it would have been great if
much of what we learned about the
"LS. rules" we hadn't heard through
rumors and gossip. (Can we use the
seal? Can we not use the seal?)
I suppose this argument may
seem a bit schizophrenic. They
say that people experience some
weird emotions when they've
undergone an amputation.
Afterall, LS. was like the frostbit-
ten toes that needed to be
removed after descending from
the icy cold mountain top.
Whatever. The view was great
from the summit I don't regret
having climbed it there were
just some crags along the way.
And sweet success still tastes
like tootsie.
Leila Atassi is the editor-in-chi- ef
cf the Voice.
Go?
OH oh.
Giving thanks for years of service
sincerely thank all of the
employees of the
for their many years
service and dedication.
Once of the many advantages
of a small college is getting to
know your classmates more per-
sonally. For those of us with cam-
pus jobs, we also get to know our
co-work- ers both student and
non-stude- nt on an individual
level. I have worked in the Service
Center since October of 2001 and
feel very fortunate to
have the opportunity
to have a wonderful ...
working relationship former
with my co-work- ers.
When I returned College
from Spring Break, of
my supervisor took
me into the confer-
ence room and sat me down,
informing me that she had some-
thing important she needed to tell
me. At this point, I was aware of
the job cuts, but had no idea that
it would be anyone from my
department. She proceeded to tell
me that several of my co-work- ers'
jobs had been eliminated. When I
left for Spring Break, I shared an
office with three other women.
When I returned, it was down to
two. People who I saw and talked
to everyday for the past six months
were gone, just like that.
One day at work I came in to
see a large box sitting on my desk.
In this box were the keys and
photo ID's of several of the
x: cor My
Axa ic
Elizabeth Yuko
College employees who had lost
their jobs, including several of
my former co-worke- rs. Sitting
there, systematically deleting
each of their keys, one by one,
with their ID staring up at me, I
felt as though I was deleting a
part of their lives. Some of the
keys were worn with many years
of use in some cases, over 20
years of service.
Most students I have talked
with are aware that the College
made job cuts, but I think they are
generally seen as positions being
eliminated, not people. The truth
is, each one of those people have
lives, families and bills to pay.
It just seems as though some-
thing is wrong with this picture.
By some strange coincidence,
these cuts were made while the
students were on Spring Break,
as if it was something to hide.
And magically, after the cuts
were made, positions miracu
iSte.'X SAID,
Afp HG" sAiTy
usrri- - My
C-Ho-
kLE Wout
lously appeared within the same
department which former
employees" were welcome to
apply for. What's the catch?
These people can get a somewhat
similar job back, except at entry
level pay. Furthermore, some
employees who had been here for
over 20 years and had their posi-
tions eliminated ultimately lost
money from what would have
been their retirement package.
Sure, they get severance pay, but
it still does not measure up to
what they would have received
had they retired.
In the past few weeks, the cam-
pus has been buzzing with numer-
ous versions of what happened,
different reasons for why it hap-
pened and random rumors
galore. I won't even attempt to
dispel any of those rumors, or try
to discern who or what is right in
this situation. What I will do is
take this opportunity to sincerely
thank all of the former employ-
ees of the College for their many
years of service and dedication.
From making keys to swiping
cards at Lowry, each and every
person eliminated made some
contribution to this campus, and
for this, we are grateful.
Elizabeth Yuko is co-Ar- ts and
Entertainment editor for the Voice.
A lovehate
Have you ever seen
that commerci2 Maren
where the kid is standing in his
driveway, opening his mail? And
then he reads a letter from the
University of Arizona, smiles and
runs into the house yelling, "Mom.
I got in!" You may think that scenes
like this occur only on television.
Not true. In fact, it happened to me.
but it wasn't an acceptance letter
that brought tears to my eyes at the
end of my driveway. It was a letter
from Nancy Wright, senior assis-
tant director of financial aid, telling
me that, after careful consideration,
the College had decided to increase
my financial aid package, making
my dream education affordable.
That was four years ago. Now
that dream has turned into a bit of
a nightmare. The College has
always prided itself on its small,
close-kn- it community. The admin-
istration's willingness to work
financially with my parents and I
cemented that fact in my mind
the College actually cared about
me. I came to Wooster and found
that the caring was genuine.
Everyone said hello, everyone
seemed willing to help. Then some
cracks began to surface in
Wooster's perfect image. But I
expected that to happen; after all,
no place is 100 percent perfect.
This year those cracks have
seemed to grow into fissures, and
they only seem to be getting
worse. First there is a horrible
incident between a professor and a
student that rips the campus and
community in half. Then there are
rumors of budget problems, but no
one is really willing to talk until
it's too late and we're over $1 mil-
lion in the hole. Lowry's dining
hall renovation goes on despite the
fact that a mere two months later
30 members of this tight-kn- it com-
munity, eight of them from hospi-
tality services, are laid off.
Custodial services has one of
the more thankless jobs on campus
but their work and presence at
the College is needed. It has come
to my attention that their loyalty is
being tested by an overhaul of
their hourly schedules. Just
because the changes aren't in the
classroom doesn't mean they don't
affect the students.
Now there are rumors that the
study abroad program is going to
be drastically restructured, making
travel difficult, if not impossible.
friendship
for those of us whoMiller don't have a money
press with a foreign currency plate
hidden in our closet.
Why are there so many rumors
instead of hard facts? What has
happened to the College my par-
ents had forced me to visit, but
then became my number one
choice? I know that money is an
issue. I understand that the
College, at heart. "is a business, but
since when did we have to start
acting like Enron?
And so, I am going to ask Mr.
Bob Walton to explain what is
going on. once and for all. Why
has there been no open forum to
discuss the lay offs. a forum that
staff members and faculty have
requested? Why do the numbers
not match up was $1.4 million
saved, or was it just $750,000?
What about the $850,000 that
could have been cut, but wasn't? It
has been said on several occasions
that the job cuts were made so as
to not disturb the students. Well,
they have affected this student.
You said, according to docu-
ments obtained by the Voice, that
the College was behind in their
renovations compared to other
schools , and that we were losing
students because of the dining hall.
Guess what, Mr. Walton? Four
years ago 1 compared Wooster to
"other schools" and they couldn't
hold a candle to this place. I also
find it really hard to believe that
someone would think solely with
their stomach and base his or her
education on the types of lunch-me- at
available. This place is about
higher learning, not croissants.
What happened last month and
what is rumored to be happening
now do not fit with the image of
Wooster. I am disturbed by the deci-
sions the administration has been
making and I am ashamed at myself
for remaining quiet for so long.
I love this place. I have every
intention of being a devoted alum-
nus, but something needs to be
done before the ideals and goals set
forth in Wooster's perspective
information becomes nothing but
meaningless propaganda. Four
years ago, standing at the end of my
driveway, I couldn't wait to get here.
Now, in light of what this institution
has become, I can't wait to get away.
Maren Miller is co-Ne- ws editor
for the Voice.
FeaturesEditors: Andrew Stimson & Victor Rortvedt Assistant Editor: Kara Barney
Alum finds passion in teaching after opera career
ASDREW STIMSOS
Features Editor
As part of an ongoing series of
articles, the Features section will
be interviewing a variety ofdistin-
guished alumni. The goal of
these interviews is to illuminate
the ideals and character that
Wooster instills, while sening as
an inspiration to current students
looking toward the future, and
hopefully to tell a good story.
The second alumnus we are
featuring is Erie Mills, a
renowned opera singer, Wooster
class of 1975:
When did you first think that
you wanted to be a singer, or
more specifically, when did you
know that you wanted to be an
opera singer?
Well, that's two different things,
because I wanted to be a singer
since I was Ave. But I knew
absolutely nothing about opera
until college. While at Wooster, I
finally saw the Metropolitan
Opera up in Cleveland. They were
on tour and I decided, with my
dance, music and theater back-
ground this would be the way
to go. So I wanted to be a singer
all along, but I didn't know that
much about opera until The
College of Wooster. Then I went
on to the University of Illinois,
where I was in the opera work-
shop and that's when the bug got
me.
How was the music department
at Wooster when you were here?
It was fabulous. I had a wonder-
ful time at Wooster. You won't get
me to say anything bad about The
College of Wooster. laughs
What other programs or activi-
ties were you involved in?
Well, oddly enough, my fresh-
man year I was a pom-po- m girl. I
did a lot of things with the theatre
department, a lot of their plays
and musicals, some Gilbert and
Sullivan. But I did straight shows,
too. like "The Effect of Gamma
Rays on Marigolds." At that point
they allowed people from outside
the theatre department to audition
for plays, so I got to be involved
in that. Plus, all the choirs:
Wooster Chorus, Westminster
Choir, concert choir. I did a lot,
mostly music, but I did lots of the-
ater work too.
What was your first profes-
sional singing job after having
completed all your graduate
work?
Well, actually, my first profes-
sional singing job was in graduate
school. It was at the Lake George
Opera Festival and I was an
apprentice artist there while I was
still in graduate school, or finish-
ing up graduate school. Then I
went from Illinois to Houston,
and was one of the first eight
members of the Houston opera
studio, which at that point was a
joint project between the Houston
Grand Opera and the University
of Houston. It was a young
artists' program that they had just
started in 1977 to give more train-
ing past the graduate level, but
also professional experience on
the Houston grand opera stage. It
is no longer a joint program. They
still do have the opera studio, but
it is not through the University. So
when I sang in Houston I mean
I had sung at the Lake George
Festival in upstate New York
but then I went to Houston and
started singing as a studio member.
How did you first end up
singing at the Metropolitan
Opera?
I auditioned, laughs I had
been singing for. well by the time
I gave my debut, about 10 years.
But about two years before that I
auditioned on the stage of the
Metropolitan and they were get-
ting ready to do an opera that I had
done before, and so they hired me
after an audition. By that time I
had management, and they called
my managers and said 'We'd like
to hear Erie sing.' So we arranged
a time and I went with a pianist
and walked out on stage and sang
my stuff. Away I went and we got
the call the next day that they
wanted me for such and such a
role.
Now that you are with the
Metropolitan, have you gotten a
chance to travel much?
Well, I was traveling a lot, but
I am no longer with the
Metropolitan I haven't sung
there for about six years. But I
was traveling a lot before that.
Actually, the month before I gave
my Met debut, I sang at the
Vienna Staatsoper. As a singer,
one has to travel. It is very diffi-
cult for one to make a living. It's
Staatsoper is also a wonderful
place. There are varying things;
sometimes it's the house, some-
times the role, sometimes the peo-
ple you are singing with or the
conductor or director that just
make it so wonderful and some- -,
times, very rarely, it's all of those
things. And boy, when that hap-
pens, it's like heaven. When all the
--
,
---
.,
. ,
elements
come togeth- -
er, its
great.
really
How did
you end up
at San Jose
State?
Well, I
think there is
a very inter-
esting story
about that.
About five
years ago, I
went to a
rehearsal of
the San
Francisco
opera and I
really could-
n't stand it
I left after
the second
act. There
Erie Mills, alumnus of the class of '75, went from- - were some
Wooster on to a successful career as an opera singer. absolutely
- wonderful
not like being on a football team,
you don't play with the same team
all the time. But you do travel
I had been traveling forever,
mostly in north America, but I
have done some houses in Europe
and continue to sing. Actually, not
two weeks from now, I'll be going
to Santa Fe to sing.
What are some of the more
memorable places you have
been?
Well, I would say the
Metropolitan is certainly a biggie,
not only because it is our biggest
house in North America, but
because also it is a wonderful
place to sing. It's huge, but it has
wonderful acoustics. The New
York City Opera is also a wonder-
ful place. In Europe, I would say
La Scala in Milano. The Vienna
voices up on stage and I just did-
n't think they were singing very
well. So I came home and
announced to my husband that I
was going to look for a teaching
job and he about fell over.
Because, I said, I had only won-
derful teachers in my life and that
is-tru- e. I have been blessed with
only great teachers. I thought that
I had a lot to say and I wanted a
venue to say it and certainly aca-dem- ia
has given me that venue.
So it just so happens that San Jose
State had a tenure track position
open and it's 29 miles from where
I live, so I applied and I got the
job. I like to think it was a really
good thing for them and an
extremely good thing for me.
Are there any pearls of wis-
dom you would like to share?
One of the pearls of wisdom is
that if you don't absolutely love it,
if you don't have to do it, then
don't try, because it's too much
hard work. But I think that's
almost the case with anything.
You have to want to do it, you
have to be passionate about it and
if there is any wavering on that,
find something else to do. This is
hard work to make a career of it.
So, if you are not absolutely pas-
sionate and so bent on it, don't
even try because you'll be miser-
able and you won't do a good job.
Is there anything about your
College of Wooster experience, in
terms of preparation for grad
work or preparation for a singing
career or even just living your
life, that you realized after leav-
ing the school?
Well, one of the things that I
have realized throughout the
years, especially now that I am
teaching, is how wonderful the
faculty is at the College how
caring, how concerned. I am not
trying to pat any one person's
back, but there is really good
faculty, and you almost don't get
that until you're out and you
think 'Oh this class is easy,' 'I
wonder why that is,' You get out
in the world and you think,
'Wow, you know that person,
was kind of nasty or mean, why
do they have to do it that way?
That never happened before
Wooster, those people really
cared about me, they took care
of me, but they also taught me to
care for myself.' I would say
that I knew that out of grad
school, but I didn't really get it
until I started teaching four
years ago. Even before that I
knew what a caring group of
people in every respect the
College has. They are passionate
about their fields, and they care
about the teaching profession.
Plus, to be honest, I made life-
long friends. There are a few
people that I will keep in contact
with forever and forever. There's
something about that. A couple
of years ago, we just celebrated
our 25th anniversary That's real-
ly neat, that you have that kind
of history.
Floating to Euphoria: the sensation reduction tank
Andrew Stimson &
Victor Rortvedt
Features Editors
Eric Schneider, of the Float
Factory in Cleveland, is testing a
lifelong hypothesis: does floating
motionless in a pitch black, silent
tank improve the physical, mental
and emotional quality of life?
With 500 floats in a Samadhi flota-
tion tank that reduces sensory
stimulation to a bare minimum, it's
becoming clear to Schneider that
the answer is yes. He floated first
in 1987 after a serious back injury
left him searching for relief from
the pain. The tank helped physio-
logically, but the mental centering
was an unexpected benefit and
Schneider was definitely a believ-
er by 1991 when he purchased his
own tank, which is now nestled in
The 'beautiful post-tan- k world
I After an interesting but non-transforma- tive hour, I decided to get put In
the shower I felt relaxed and content,
hadn't hallucinated or had epiphanies
we talked with Eric about our experiences and then left in search of food-- i
Somewhere near the parking lot I
light off of the wet pavement entranced me, the ambient sound of a car
idling was akin to a symphony, everything mundane was made brilliant and
stimulating. I felt chemically different and as we sat down to Middle
Eastern cuisine, I realized that the
Andy Stimson prepares to shed the
a comer of his living room.
In the 1950s, the era that lobot-- .
omies were en vogue and brain
but also vaguely disappointed that I
left and right When Andy came out,
became euphoric The reflections of
change was not only sensory. Myj
cork popping and liquid pouring in the
focus, tantalizing us with their com
the basic sensations and perceptions
was the most sincere dialogue Tve
of the politics of cool, we pontifi- -
drive back, maybe merely the effect's
which could not last Now we idld
familiar life with the bittersweeu
thoughts and outlook felt fresh, humane and freed. The tank was the assas-
sin of my cynicism. Andy and I, whose usual banter is not short on irony
or critical commentary, could only, speak from a genuine, interested and
open perspective. For two hours, our eyes fully dilated, we didn't swear,
didn't criticize and talked of human defenses to direct experience. We
feared the rapid transformation in personality and philosophy would be a
l&itirg one, making re-ent- ry to our normal lives difficult like returning
from a long life-alteri- ng trip to unchanged friends. Our perception was still
acute, delighting in the sounds around us, wine and hummus on our
palates, and artwork on the walls, Andy once wondered about the status of
la second glass of wine, then heard a
adjacent kitchen. The ambient background sounds we are trained to ignord
had been thrown into stereoscopic
plexity and peculiar pulchritude. Our normally hardened outlooks feu
away, leaving us excitedly delicate to
of lived experience. Our conversation
engaged in for a long time ' devoid
jcated on the human condition with an honesty that was sometimes fright
fening. Yet this ideological Eden was destined to be corrupted.
f Maybe it was the wine, maybe the
temporary nature, but we returned to our normal levels of cynicism on the
way home. We swore, condemned humanity and thought pessimistic
thoughts once again after a beautiful respite. It was saddening, but
inevitable. The tank changed us for a few hours, and we glimpsed anoth-- 1
ter way, a hopeful and sincere life,
Bhrough the stagnant parameters of
"
--
.'
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memory of a peace that passed understanding. " :
towel and enter the floatation tank.
science in general was a burgeon-
ing field whose boundaries were
ever crumbling, eclectic Dr. John
C. Lilly felt that the surgically
invasive procedures were mis-
guided. Lilly argued that the best
way to study a single thing is to
isolate it from external factors.
Hence, the development of the
sensory deprivation chamber.
Vision must be eliminated, sonic
input minimized, smell and taste
curtailed to virtually no effect To
eliminate the sense of touch, one's
physical connection to the world
around them, Lilly suspended
masked participants in a tank of
water warmed to 94 degrees
skin temperature. After a few min-
utes of motionless acclimatiza-
tion, the participant ceased to
"feel" their body and all thoughts
and input were generated by the
mind alone. Subjects reported visu-
al hallucinations, enhanced audito-
ry senses and a deep feeling of
calm relaxation. The brain, when
freed of its constant computational
task of interacting with gravity,
perception, depth, and recognition,
is able to redirect that energy to let-
ting the body heal itseb The tanks
reached a commercial peak in the
early 1980s, shortly after the semi-biographi- cal
Lilly film "Altered
States" was released, and floating
supine in 10 inches and 1000 lbs of
Epsom saturated water became a
more mainstream practice.
Athletic teams found use for the
device, both physiologically and
mentally, getting the players to
Waked and alone in the dark
What was it like in the sensory
is hard to say. After I was out of the
jers of salt I realized something about the fragility of words; as soon as:
Iwe voice an idea in our mind, that
ideas, are not for all time. They are
by the contexts we associate with
Rank, there are no contexts, there is
unconscious, body or water. How can
a pure and singular experience and
I believe this, but at the same time it
The ejepenence of floating is nothing
itself; one person, naked and alone, in
I climbed in to the pool table-size- d
the light and I was inside the darkest of
ed by the water was one of the first sensations you cant help but float Lying!
(backwards, there was mis moment of
falling backwards and down head first
compass at the North Pole. First I had
my float without "ping-pongin- g" all
poor, arms stretched to either side, I
;the tank to level. Then I brought my toes
Floated I remember at first I had some anxiety about what I was doing, what!
U was experiencing and what I should be
ing epiphany like Lisa on that episode
Leary meets "Alternate States exploding
these ideas out of mind and focus on my
Please excuse some measure of
neo-hipp- ie mumbo-jumbo- ." As I
myself as an ocean, the ocean of my unfathomable self. I saw myself
bursting outwards, rising to the sky and replenishing the scorched earth
with nourishing droplets. I melded with the water in the tank and dis
solved into a dark nothingness that
Phew. Lotta crap, huh? What's Andy
see" these things? I'm not sure.
iridescence of oil on water, floated
ing into vaguely identifiable forms
horizon? a rabbit's head protruding
khings in my mind's eye or before
Ultimately, whether I was dreaming, making stuff up or "naturally
hallucinating" doesn't matter, I think. Mainly because I cannot really
say. Something happened in the tank, but the most important part of the
experience is still yet to come opening the door to the light and exit-
ing to a state of the most absolute restful wakefulness.
focus on their game. The 1980
Philadelphia Eagles were the first
team to utilize the tanks they
went to the Super Bowl that year.
In 1981, the newly floating
Philadephia Phillies won the
World Series. The tanks have been
claimed as remedies to nearly all
manner of afflictions trauma
victims have undergone psychic
transformations, social anxiety has
met its end for some floaters, rela-
tionships salvaged, aches eliminated,
stress sublimated in the abyssal tanks.
When we spoke with
Schneider, dressed not in new age
reduction chamber at Float Factory? id
float tank and showering off the lay- -l
idea is lost Words, as signifiers of
held up, given shape and permanence.
them. But in the sensation reduction;
no sense of up, down, conscious.
I try and wrap words around such
make others understand what it was?
is a lot of English major pedantic crap.j
more or nothing less than the experience
a dark tank of warm saltwater.
chamber backwards. The door shut out
darks. The amazing buoyancy afford
gyroscoping vertjgo. I felt as if I was
while at the same time spinning like al
to center myself, so that I would enjoy
over the place. Toes pointed out to the
waited for the waves caused by entering
in, drew my arms to my side and.
experiencing (would I have a life chang
of the Simpsons? or trip like Timothy
into the starry dynamo?). I tried to push
breathing and the idea of floating.
what might be derided as new age
thought about floating, T imagined
was the some of my everything.
on, right? Did this "happen," did
Kaleidoscoping light patterns, like the
past my vision, occasionally accret
(a picket fence receding into the
from a wall?). But did I see these
my very eyes?
crystals and a sari, but instead
sporting a baseball cap and a Red
Dog T-sh- irt his comments about
the tank's beneficial effects
seemed both amorphous and pre-
scriptive. "I see this as a filter
you reduce the variables and get
more to the point." As we lis-
tened to the floating instructions
and procedures we eagerly antici-
pated our chance to find out what
the point was.
To lean more, or to arrange a
float session, visit www.floatfac-tory.co- m.
A one-ho- ur float ses-
sion costs $40.
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Sundance Shmundance: Wooster gets own filmfest
Dassy George
Chief staff hritek
On Saturday afternoon total
darkness will prevail over Mateer
auditorium, and the subterranean
lecture hall will be transformed
into a darkened cellar of cinema.
From 1 to 6 p.m.. the College
will host the second annual
"Wooster Film Festival" a
showcase of eight aspiring student
filmmakers from across the
region. Free of charge, the five-ho- ur
festival will screen 10 short
works and two full-leng- th fea-
tures in Mateer all of which
promise to entertain and edify,
shock and seduce.
Victor Rortvedt 02 helped
organize the event along with
friend and fellow filmmaker
Nick Hanson, '03. The two have
been planning to hold this event
as an encore to their smaller
film festival, which was held last
fall. This year's film festival has
been coming together in the past
few weeks.
"It will be a smorgasbord of
genres and styles, and we have
pretty divergent films and film--
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
Big Trouble (PG-1- 3)
High Crimes (PG-1- 3)
The Sweetest Thing (R)
Frailty (R)
Ice Age (PG)
Changing Lanes (R)
Clockstoppers (PG)
Marco Federico '02 and Peter
Victor Rortvedt '02.
(12:35), (3:05), 5: 15, 7:45. 10:00
(12:30), 4:20, 7:00. 9:45
(12:15), (2:20), 4:40, 7:45, 10:15
(11:55), (2:25), 4:55, 7:35. 10:05
(12:20), (3:00), 5:05, 7:20, 9:30
(12:25). (2:50), 5:10, 7:25. 9:40
National Lampoon's Van
Wilder (R) (12:10), 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:35
The Panic Room (R) (11:50).( 2:15), 4:50, 7:30, 10:10
The Rookie (G) (12:05), 4:05. 7:05, 9:55
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pan. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-87- 55
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King '03 pontificate in their roles in
making styles, everyone has dime their
own thing. The greatest thing about it
is that film is a conduit for people's
ideas on life, and each movie is a
quick glimpse into certain
lifestyles and philosophies that
the filmmaker wants you to see.
This year's movies are very high
quality and achieve very rich emo-
tional states, ya know?" said Matt
Cutler '03, who will be serving as
Master of Ceremonies for the event
This year's submissions were
received from student-filmmake- rs
at Wooster, The University of
Rochester, Emerson College and
The University of Michigan.
In addition to the screening
of the 12 films, the event will
offer an attractive interactive
dimension to audience mem-
bers. After each film is shown,
the audience will be asked to
vote for the three top films,
"Oscar" style. The first place
winner will receive ah award of
$300, second place-$15- 0 and
third place $75.
The audience is crucial
to the success of the event,"
said Hanson.
A brief question and answer
session will ensue during inter-
mission in which audience
Photo by Emily Davis
"An Imitation of Film, " a film by
members can pick the minds of
the aspiring auteurs or level
compliments and critiques at a
particular film. After the final
screening at 5 p.m. there will be
a reception in Scovel Hall and
audience members will have a
chance to schmooze with
the filmmakers and indulge in
free refreshments.
"This is a fun, coming togeth-
er event, a small, but important
communal activity that Wooster
should support," Hanson said.
Hanson and Rortvedt, who shot
and edited their films with equip-
ment donated by the College, are
submitting two films apiece.
Rortvedt will screen his short narra-
tives, "An Imitation of a Film" and
"Hermeneutic Butterfly Dream,"
while Hanson will offer his most
recent work, "Fully Loaded," a
12-min-
ute narrative. There will
also be an encore presentation of
Hanson's epic documentary
The Gallon Challenge."
The organizers were able to
attain funding through generous
donations from the English
department, the comparative litera-
ture department, the French depart-
ment, and the communication
studies department.
Film Festival Schedule
1 p.m. - Introductory
remarks by MC Matthew "The
Rogue" Cutler '03
1:10 p.m, - Needles Mike
McMaster, U of Buffalo - 6 min
U Documentary ' -
1:18 p.m. - Don't Go Home
for Thanksgiving - Mary
Nienaber, COW '02- - 20 min -
Narrative' -
1:40 p.m. -- J'espere avoir U
plaisirde vous revoir un jour -
Mark Outwin '05, Emerson
College - 7:31 min -
Experimental
1:50 pan. - Always Read the
Directions - Justin Hart '04,
COW - 4:30 min - Narrative
1:57 pan. - Hermeneutic
Butterfly Dream - Victor
Rortvedt '02, COW - 4:30 min
Narrative
2:05 p-i- n. - The Gallon
Challenge: The AfovieTNick
Hanson '03, COW - 70 min -
(Documentary
3:15 - 3:30 pan. - INTER- -
JMISSION with refreshments
land snacks in the
MateerSeverance connector
bounce "
3:33 p.m. - MC Cutler .
3:43 p.m. - Excess - Bean
tWoriey 'C2, COW - 9 min -
3:50 pan. - Friendly Fire -
Justin Hart, COW - 2:30 min -
Narrtive
3:55 p.mi - G.BA. - Sarah
KuLLxk, U or Rochester -- 6
min - Narrative
4:03 pan. - 9.11.01 . Mark
Ou twin, Emerson College -- 5
min - ExpDocuznentary
4:13 p.m. - Composi:eJ -
Mark Matlenzo '01, U of -
Michigan - IS rnia -
lExperkncnLj
4:25 p.m. - Fully Loaded -
Nick Hanson, COW - 12 min -
Narrative
-
-
- i
4:43 pan. - An Imitation of
la Film - Victor Rortvedt, COW
- 63 mhi - Narrative
5:50 pan. - CLOSING
RECEPTION in
LMateerSeverance connector
lounge - An opportunity for'
filmmakers to mingle and '
chat with the audience and
leach other - Refreshments'
and snacks will be served. '
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Theatre Dept. Spring Dance Concert all about students
Cookie Compitello
Staff Writer
It's been a rigorous last few
weeks for those participating in
this year's Spring Dance Concert,
which will be performed April
11-1- 3 in Freedlander Theatre at
8:15 p.m. Each year, all students
interested in choreographing a
piece begin rehearsals at the start
of the spring semester to prepare
for auditions which
were held the week
before spring
break.
When Kim Tritt,
professor of dance,
first came to the
College 17 years
ago, "there was one
only student who
offered to choreo-
graph in the con-
cert. We now have
to audition the
dances for
entrances into the
concert," Tritt
said. "I feel awful
about that mak-
ing cuts."
All dance classes
offered at the
College were for-
merly in prepara-
tion for the
Concert to be held
at the end of each
semester. However, with the
growing number of students
interested, Tritt was able to
take a new approach to
teaching dance and the
production of the concert.
Instead of preparation for a
show, the classes are now
focused more on learning to
dance and understanding why we
dance, "offering students the
skills to think about dancing,"
Tritt said. Students are asked to
think about dance in historical,
technical, cultural and creative
contexts. Classes offered allow
students who are not majors to
participate, as does the Concert;
there are four choreographers this
year not directly involved in the
dance department
Once the auditions are over and
decisions are made, before spring
break,, students then ; begin
rehearsals. This year there are
nine pieces, and nine choreogra-
phers: Kim Tritt, Alyssa Adriance
'04, Clay Drinko '02, Jeffy Hill
'01, Tatiana Low '02, Keili Myer
'03, Lauren Puente '05, Claire
Willey '05 and Tommy Parlon, a
member of the dance faculty at
Kent State.
"It is important to recognize
the demands of the concert,"
Tritt said.
Tritt is the only member of the
dance faculty here at the College,
which requires students to put in a
Photo by Anna Steckel
Lauren Orr '04, Lauren Puente '05 andAlyssa Adriance '04 rehearse on
stage for their upcoming dance concert. The concert will be tonight,
Friday and Saturday in Freedlander Theatre.
good deal of effort, both for their
own dances and putting the entire
show together.
There are about 30 students
participating, some behind the
scenes working on lighting,
and others in one or more pieces.
It is clear that the success of the
program is based on the stu-
dents' own accomplishments,
and more importantly their belief
in what they do.
"I love what I do, and it is obvi-
ous they love what they do," Tritt
said. "You can't have the concert
without that"
Each piece takes a different
approach, sometimes narrative,
sometimes conceptual.
Low, a dance track major,
incorporated her choreographed
piece into her I.S. Low wa . danc-
ing long before she came to the
College, but mainly focused on
ballet The opportunities here at
the College allowed her to
open her dancing to new
ideas, namely modern dance,
and to also learn the concepts
of dancing and productions of all
kinds: lighting, stage design
and acting.
Her I.S., which is a col-
laboration of contempo-
rary technical features
as well as the history of dance,
is titled "Disjointed
Syncopation" and involves new
members of the company.
"Everyone
brings good
ideas and has
put in a
tremendous
amount of
effort The
concert is a
collaboration
of everyone's
thoughts,
feelings and
experiences"
Low said.
She is excited
about this
year's concert,
and like Tritt,
is certain the
new ideas
brought by all
participants
will make this
year's concert
remarkable.
"As a compa- -
ny we're for-
tunate enough to have such a
diverse array of people, there are
so many different levels of
experience that each of us
brings to our work," said Low.
Adriance has used Bjork's
"Hyper-ballad- " in two ver-
sions, one techno and one
orchestral, which will over-
lap during the performance to
express the ideas of her piece,
"Combustion." .driance has
really enjoyed working on this
year's concert. She said,
"Everybody has done a lot of
work and put in a lot of
effort to make this look
good. If you don't come
you're stupid; there will be
lots of hot girls and some guys
in tights!"
For Drinko, the piece began
simply. "I started mv piece
with one word and tried to
construct different movement
within pictures on-stag- e. It all
ended up very pomo-chic- .'
You know? Process," he said.
Those behind the scenes have
also put in a lot of effort, and
the entire cast is thankful of
the hard work of Ansley
Valentine, in charge of cos-
tumes, and Dale Seeds, in
charge of lighting.
General admission tickets
are $8. Tickets for senior cit-
izens, faculty, staff and other
students are $5. Tickets can
be reserved in the Freedlander
Box Office.
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The dancers, Kim Tritt
and the Department of
Theatre have dedicated this
performance to Harold
Freedlander, who passed
away March 17. The fami-
ly was concerned with cul-
tural enrichment for the
students at the College and
made a generous donation
allowing for the construc-
tion of Freedlander Theatre
in 1974.
Gospel ChoirPerforms
Andrea Nelson
Staff Writer
Diversity is an important part of
the "Wooster experience." An
excellent example of this on cam-
pus is the Wooster Gospel Choir,
which will be having a spring con-
cert this Sunday. The choir is an
opportunity for any student to par-
ticipate and enjoy all forms of
gospel music.
The Gospel Choir director,
Joyce D. Mason is a retired
vocal music director from the
Wooster City Schools. She also
taught in the Steubenville and
Youngstown school districts. She
has been the director of the
choir for about eight years.
Besides gospel, she has also
been involved in opera.
Students from the United States
and the rest of the world make up
the choir. The current choir
includes members from France,
Japan and China. In the past the
choir has had members from
countries such as Sweden,
Germany, Sri Lanka and India.
Mason said, "We are unique in
that gospel music form is essential-
ly African-America- n. However
our choir is usually two-thir- ds
Caucasian." The choir is not only
for students. The group welcomes
faculty, staff and members of the
community to take part in the
gospel experience.
At their show, the Gospel
Choir will sing traditional and
contemporary gospel songs, such
as "Faith Is" by Dottie Peoples,
"When You Praise" by Fred
Hammond, and "Do You Know
Him?" by Hezekiah Walker.
Variety is also a key factor in the
show. Members will sing
duets, solos and entire choral
arrangementsi
The choir will also perform
'Total Praise" in honor of Rashad
Burnley. Burnley would have
graduated from the College in
2001. Burley passed away during
the summer of 1999 while on a
trip in Toronto, Canada. The song
was one of Burnley's favorites.
Two year choir member Chuck
Nusbaum '02 said, "This is going
to be a really great concert. The
music we are singing really touch-
es my heart. When I joined
Gospel Choir, our first concert
was a Gospel Mass. This is my
last concert and I feel as though
we're ending with a bang."
The choir appeared during the
Wooster community's Martin
Luther King celebration at
Trinity United Church of
Christ in February, and at the
Massillon Friendship Baptist
Church in April.
"Gospel Choir has been a won-
derful experience. I would
encourage anyone who is
looking to praise God to
join," said Nusbaum.
A small group of Gospel Choir
singers will perform at the regu-
lar Sunday service of
Westminster Presbyterian
Church on May 6, at 10:45
a.m. in McGaw Chapel.
The Wooster Gospel Choir will
perform in McGaw Chapel,
April 14, 2002 at 4 p.m..
Admission is free.
Mason is very impressed with
this year's choir and said of
the group, "God seems to
send us what we need. I feel
very blessed."
AR
Baseball continues wicked run
Ann Raymond
Editor-In-Chi- ef
The Scot baseball team is scary
good this year. Even on off days,
they find a way to win. According
to Head Coach Tim Pettorini, the
driving force behind their superi-
ority is the team's strong senior
leadership.
"The seniors have really
stepped up not just by their
play but by their emotions,"
Pettorini said. "We have 10 sen-
iors who don't panic."
In the first game of a twin-bi- ll
on Saturday in Springfield, Ohio,
the Scots struggled offensively,
scoring only two runs during the
seven innings of play. Luckily for
Wooster, though, the Tigers had
even more trouble at the plate, as
I,:
X
Nic Moga '02 wheels and deals in
Matt Englander '02 hurled a two
hit scoreless game to lead the
Scots to their 17th win of the season.
Wooster scored its first run of
the day when Dan Penberthy '02
singled to left field to bring home
Bill Paugherty '02. Wittenberg
preserve its
3-- 0 lead
heading
into the top
of the third.
In the
inning, the
Scots put
together
five hits,
scoring
three runs
and increas-
ing their
lead to 6-- 0.
Wo oster
again held
the TigersFile Photo
scoreless in
a game last Week. the bottom
of the third
while continuing to turn up the
pressure behind the plate, scoring
two runs in the fourth and three
runs in the fifth to take an 1 1- -0 lead.
Wooster capped off the day by
scoring one run jn the top of the
seventh inning. The Tigers did
game to a dislocated patella in his
knee. MacMaster had another
stunning performance in the
Wheeling Jesuit game, adding
three more goals to his team lead-
ing total of 27 goals for the sea-
son. Along with MacMaster,
Steve Burton '04 scored three
goals, bringing his season total to 20.
Other scorers were Colin
manage to bring in five runs on
five hits in the bottom of the
inning, accounting for the 12--5 final.
After sweeping the Tigers, the
Scots traveled to Westerville,
Ohio to try and pick up their
fourth doubleheader sweep of the
season, taking on Otterbein
College. Wooster sent John
Werner '02 to the mound who,
while picking up his fifth win of
the season, tallied his 200th career
strikeout during the game, became
the sixth Scot pitcher to join that
category.
At the plate, like in
.
the first
game of the previous day's dou-
bleheader, the Scots could not
string together consecutive hits.
Wooster managed to capture the
5-- 0 win behind both the strong
pitching performance of Werner,
who allowed only three hits in his
seven innings of work, and strate-
gic sacrifice flies coupled with
smart base running.
In the second game of the day,
Otterbein jumped out to an early
1-
-0 lead, bringing in a run in the
bottom of the first inning.
The home team held the Scots
scoreless through the first three
innings until Wooster tallied two
runs off three hits in the top of the
fourth to take a slim 2--1 lead. The
Scots held the Cardinals without a
run in the bottom of the fourth and
proceeded to erupt for five runs in
the top of the fifth, giving them
what would ultimately be an
insurmountable lead at 7-- 1.
Wooster tacked on two more
runs in the top of the sixth while
Otterbein added three runs in the
bottom of the inning en route to
the final score, 9-- 4.
The Scots, now 20--1 on the sea-
son, are next scheduled to play
today, hosting Ohio Dominican at
3:30 p.m.
Men's lacrosse shows heart
Katie Axel
Sports Writer
After posting two losses, 14-- 9
to Wheeling Jesuit University and
15-- 7 to Ohio Wesleyan
University, the most devastating
loss for the men's lacrosse , team
was losing Mike MacMaster '04
in the second half of the OWU
attempted to counter in the bottom
of the fourth, loading the bases
with two outs. But the Scots man-
aged to escape the inning
unscathed and maintained the 1- -0
lead into the top of the sixth. In
the sixth inning, Daugherty again
crossed home plate, this time after
hitting a solo home run to seal the
win for Wooster.
The Scots lost no time making
up for their lack of offensive pro-
duction in the first game. Jared
Treadway '02 immediately put the
Scots on the scoreboard, homer-
ing in the first at bat of the game.
The Scots scored two more runs in
the first inning to take the early 3-- 0
lead. On the mound, Josh Frank
'02 allowed only one hit through
the first two innings of play, help-
ing Wooster
Hartnett '03, with one goal,
Bobby Koehler '04 with one goal
and Greg Wilcox '05 with one goal.
The team played with heart
against OWU and only trailed 6--4
at the half. This was an impres-
sive first half as the team had pre-
viously lost to OWU 27-- 3 and 28-- 0
in the last two years. This was
the "best showing against OWU
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Scots y streak snapped
JjdddAYqrul
Sports Editor
After this past weekend, it's
important that the women's
lacrosse team remembers that
every cloud has a silver lining.
The Scots departed for their
weekend road trip ' to
Pennsylvania riding a three game
winning streak. That, however,
came to an end, as Wooster lost
both weekend games, 13-- 7 to
The University of Scranton and
6--4 to Susquehanna University.
But despite the two' loss-
es,
.
Wooster returned "We
home feeling good about anditself, as the Scots
proved they could com-
pete
our
with , nationally
ranked opponents. That
should pay off in the end team,
and enable Wooster to be
better prepared for its North Coast
Athletic Conference schedule.
On Saturday, Wooster trailed
Scranton 5-- 3 early in the second
half. But then the floodgates
opened, and Scranton poured in
five straight goals to establish, a
10-- 3 lead on its way to a 13-- 7
victory. Once Scranton, who
outshot Wooster 32-2- 1, mounted
its rally, the Scots never got clos-
er than five goals. . '
Megan Kennedy '03 led
Wooster with three goals and one
assist, while Beth Hemminger
03 added two goals to go along
with three assists. Kim
Christensen '02 played well in
goal for the Scots with 12 saves.
"On Saturday, we seemed a
little nervous," Heather Larsen
'03 said. "Especially in the first
half, I think we were intimidated
by who they were, but we man-
aged to play a little better in the
second half."
The road didn't get any easier
in six years," according to Charlie
Laube'02.
Though they "played like war-
rior poets," according to Hartnett,
OWU came out in the second half
and scored three goals in the first
four minutes. The Bishops
outscored Wooster 8-- 1 in the third
quarter.
Andrew DeBord '05 also had
an amazing game in the net with
19 saves. He currently boasts a
save percentage of .650 and a
for the Scots on Sunday after-
noon, when they took on
Susquehanna, a team that had
previously beaten Scranton. But
. Wooster displayed its character
by giving the Crusaders (7-- 2) all
they could handle, eventually
succumbing 6-- 4. The Scots took
a 3-- 1 advantage with 7:11 left in
the first half, but Susquehanna
struck with two goals late in the
half to tie it at the break.
Wooster responded with a goal
of its own just 1:39 into the sec--
have lots of talent,
when we're playing
game with confi-
dence, we 're a great
" Larsen said. -
ond-hal-
f, but the Scots would be
shut out from then on. The
Crusaders countered with three
unanswered goals over a nine
minute stretch midway through
the half to clinch their victory.
"That was simply a great
game," Larsen said of
Sunday. "We played our game,
and both teams played great
lacrosse, so it was a bummer to
lose. We have lots of talent, and
when we're playing our game
with confidence, we're a great
team."
In the scoring column,
Wooster was led by Hemminger,
Emily White '02, Ashley Arnold
'05 and Angela Arnold '05, who
each netted an unassisted goal.
Christensen again was solid with
nine saves on her way to a .525
save percentage for the weekend.
Wooster (3-4,1-- 0) returns to
action today for its second
NCAC contest when it hosts
Oberlinat4:30.
goals against average of 4.31.
Koehler added two goals to the
final score and Tom Canfield '04
added one goal and one assist.
Wilcox also had an excellent
game while facing off against
OWU.
Wooster (3-- 3, 1-- 1) returns to
action this Saturday against
Wittenberg University at home
which is slated to be the "biggest,
most important game of the sea-
son" according to Laube.
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Fan Mail
Before we start answering letters, we would like to thank all of the
beautiful ladies who responded to our requests for dates. The letters were
greatly appreciated and we'll never forget the kindness you've shown us.
So once again, we would like to thank Andrea Hively for her response
(and no Andrea, we don t think you are desperate.)
Now lets get to the good stuff.
This week we've decided to do something a little different and try fo get
back to some of our fans by answering some questions that we have
received over the semester.
Dear Boxer writers.
It sounds to me like neither one of you knows anything about
sports. Your Olympic coverage was average at best All you talked
about was Apolo Ohno and the Germans. What do you think about
that? - Michelle Kwan
Dear Michelle,
You are just jealous because we left out that you choked during
your figure skating routine and did not win the gold medal AGAIN!
Do you feel dumb that you are getting old and you are no longer the
best skater in your country, let alone the world? Why don't you just
fade into obscurity before Tonya Harding pounds your face in?
Dear Boxer writers.
My name is Earl Holmes and I just recently signed with the
Cleveland Browns. I was just curious to see if you think this was a
good move?
Dear Earl.
Well, you are no Seth Duerr 01, but I think the fans in Cleveland
will be happy to embrace you. You can now join Jamir Miller and
Dwayne Rudd to form the best linebacking trio in the AFC. Erik
said the Browns will win the Super Bowl this coming year, so if you
play like crap, we're gonna be pissed.
Dear Boxer writers.
Hi. I'm a junior here at the college. I was just wondering if I
could ask you for some love advice. I heard around campus that you
two give really good advice and I wis just wondering if you could
help me out I have a boyfriend that I have been with for about 6
months, and we get along great The only problem is that he watch-
es sports more than he watches me. What should I do?
-- Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
That is not a problem. It is natural for a man to want sports more
than a woman, especially if the woman is not attractive. If you do
happen to be attractive, we say dump the loser and come find us in
Miller Manor room 201. Don't come too late though, because we
watch Sportscenter before we go to bed. We hope we have helped
you with your problem. Have a nice day.
For all of you that wrote to us and did not get a response, we are sorry.
We appreciate the support .and maybe we 'U take another week to respond to
more Utters.
By Erik "Green's Finest" Shipe and Russell "I can't believe
rr's not butter' Smith
"Yeah, the dude's cooler than a penguin's freezer.
Plays baccarat In Vegas. He married a Suns
dancer so gorgeous she'd make a bishop bite his
hat ... But he has never won the PGA,
so he's pure Alpo."
S.l.'s Rick Rellly about golfer Phil Mlckelson.
Apki EJlJt'
Tennis competes at GLCAs
David Powell
Sports Editor
The cold weather this weekend
didn't help Wooster's tennis teams
heat up their season, as the men
and women competed in the Great
Lakes College Association
Tournament.
The women were
no more successful
battling their oppo-
nents than battling
the cold. They
dropped two match-
es last Friday as
snow sprinkled on
their court during
both contests at
Kenyon College.
The first lost came
to Hope College
(7-- 0) and the sec-
ond to DePauw
University (5-0- ). Jake Sintich
Against Hope,
Stacia Kock '04 and Molly
Medaris '04 put on a hopeful
showing, but eventually suc-
cumbed 8-- 6 at No. I doubles.
Holly Laufman '02 and Becca
Hicks '05 fought hard at No. 3
doubles against DePauw. falling
only 8-- 6. Medaris also played
well at singles, getting edged out
6-- 4. 6-- 4 by her opponent.
The Scots dropped two more
close matches on Saturday.
Albion College triumphed 5-- 0
and Kalamazoo won 5-- 0.
Laufman and Hicks had a good
showing against Albion at No. 3
doubles (8-5- ).
Medaris at No. 2 won her first
set and was up in the second
against Kalamazoo when the
match was decided (7-- 5. 2-1- ).
All of the women's matches
over the weekend were played
only to decision due to time and
court restraints, meaning many
players were forced to end their
contests prematurely.
The Scots resumed play on
Wednesday against Oberlin in
sunnier weather. They played bet-
ter than over the weekend, but
Oberlin still came out on top 7-- 2.
In doubles, only Sarah Drewes
'04 and Angie Beeler '05 solidly
won their court at No. 2 (8-3- ).
The other point came from a hard
fought singles match by Laufman
at No. 5. who won her first career
victory 6-- 4, 4-- 6, 7-- 5.
The women will look to
improve their record of 1-- 10 this
weekend in away competition
against Baldwin-Wallanc- e,
Thursday, and Allegheny on
Saturday. Their conference record
7
'02 hits in warm ups before a GLCA
stands at 0-- 3.
"We are a really young team.
But we're having fun anyway,"
Medaris said about the women's
struggling season.
The men picked up several
wins this past week to improve
their record to 6-- 8.
"Right now we're beating the
teams we should and not playing
as tight as we should against the
better teams," Head Coach
Hayden Schilling said.
Starting last Wednesday April
3. the men won their third 7-- 0
sweep of the season against Ohio
Wesleyan University. A change in
the doubles and singles line-u- p
was made for the match which
continued through the weekend.
In doubles, Jake Sintich '02 and
Jim Sayed '03 played together as
normal at No. 1, winning 8-- 3. At
No. 3 the new team of Nilesh
Saldanha '04 and Cyrus Karimian
'04 played in sync to win 8-- 3.
Alec Garnett '05 and Matt Sykes
'05 were elevated to No. 2, pre-
vailing in a close match (9-8- ).
The top six singles positions
were all victorious to complete
Wooster's sweep. Sintich played
in the No. 1 singles position for
the second match this season, tak-
ing an easy win 6-- 2, 6-- 0.
Saldanha (formerly No. 1) played
at No. 2 for the first time in his
career (6-- 3. 6-0- ). Sayed and Clint
Baily '03 won at No. 3 and No. 4,
6-- 3, 6-- 3 and 6-- 1 , 6-- 2 respectively.
Marc Patterson '04 and Garnett
also picked up easy victories on
the fifth and sixth courts, winning
6-- 2, 6-- 0 and 6--4, 6--2.
Wooster hosted the men's
GLCA tournament this
past weekend and won
one of their three
matches. In the first
two matches the Scots
fell to Dension, 6--1 , and
Hope, 4-- 0.
In doubles Sintich
and Sayed won 8-- 5, but
Wooster's only point
came from Saldanha's
singles No. 2 position
(7-- 5, 3-- 6. 6-3-). At No. 3
doubles, Saldanha and
Karimian dominated in
their match against
match. Hope 8-- 2.
The men's sole victo
ry at the GLCA tournament came
over Albion 6--1. The men played
strong singles and doubles. In
singles, Sintich at No. 1 and
Saldanha at No. 2 both shut out
their opponents. Other wins
came at No.4 Baily (6-- 4. 3-- 6, 6-2- ).
No. 5 Marc Patterson '05 (6-- 2.
6- - 1) and No. 6 Garnett (6-- 3, 3-- 6,
7- - 5). Wooster won all three dou-
bles competitions, led by Sintich
and Sayed 8-- 2.
The momentum Wooster
gained from their victory over
Albion carried over into
Wednesday's match against
Oberlin. Wooster managed to
shut out Oberlin 7-- 0, their fourth
shut out of the season.
Wooster played particularly
strong in doubles. Sintich and
Sayed won the first court 8-- 3,
backed by Baily and Saldanha on
court two, 8-- 2, and Sykes and
Garnett at No. 3 (8-2- ).
In singles action, Wooster
swept all six courts led by Sintich
(6-- 4, 6-3- ). Patterson shut out his
opponet on court five.
"I've been pleased with the
playing. We don't have a lot of
experience. We are getting all the
milage as we can out of these
matches. I think we're going to
finish the season strong," Schilling
said following the past week's
improvements to their record.
Sports
Softball strikes out vs. Denison
MECASlIoa-- E & Sell Schtebex
Staff Writers
The Scot softball team battled
against the Denison University
Big Red, the defending
North Coast Athletic
Conference champions,
in the first conference
games last Sunday. The
Scots defense, lead by
sophomore pitcher Angie
Barone '04, held Denison
scoreless until the ninth
inning. The Scots were
also unable to score
through the first nine
innings of play.
In the ninth, the Big
Red put together a rally to
score two runs. Wooster
was unable to come back
in the bottom of the
inning. Barone had four
strikeouts and only
Angie
allowed one walk through
all nine innings. Maggie
Combs '04 was the lone Scot to
record a hit during the game.
In the second game the Big Red
offense was again too much for
the Scots. Denison had four
straight hits in the first inning to
take the lead 3-- 0. Highlights for
the Scots offense was a double hit
by Laura Andrews '05 and singles
by Nicole Fedell '05. Kerri Horst
'02. and Kate Henley 05.
Wooster lost the second game of
the doubleheader 8-- 0.
Wednesday, the Scots faced the
Allegheny Gators sweeping them
2-- 1 and 3-- 2. In the first game
Abby Petrullo '03 led Wooster
with a two-ru-n double in the first
inning. After allowing the Gators
to score one run in the top of the
second, the Scots held them
scoreless for the remaining five
innings to w in the game 2-- 1. The
Scots were led with strong pitch-
ing performances from Nell
Track
April 12 April
at Oberlin Invite April
Golf April
April 13 and 14
Denison Invite
Schieber '04 and Nicole Fedell
'05. Fedell came in the top of the
third pitching a shutout one-hitte- r.
In the second game the Scots
again needed extra innings to pull
Photo By Dan
Barone '04 pitches against Denison.
out a win. The game was score-
less until the top of the sixth when
the Gators had one run cross the
plate. Wooster was able to answer
in the bottom of the seventh to tie
Elliot leads
David Powell
Sports Editor
Matt Elliot '03 led Wooster into
a seventh place finish at the
Kenyon Cup Invitational this past
weekend. Elliot finished third out
of 91 golfers who competed at
Apple Valley Course, coming
within a stroke of tying for first.
It was a good showing for the
Scots who shot an overall 638
over the weekend.
Jon Pintado '04 placed the
second highest among the Scots
at 17th with a score of 158, fol
Women's Lacrosse
11 vs Oberlin
14 at St. Vincent
17 at Kenyon
Men's Tennis
April 11 vs Capital
April 13 at Allegheny
April 15 vs Denison
the game 1-- 1. The score remained
tied until the tenth inning when
Allegheny scored one run.
In the bottom of the tenth, with
one out, Henley laid down a bunt
to score Barone from
third giving Wooster
the equalizer they
needed. Combs then
bunted to score Sarah
Morehouse '03 with
the game winning run.
Barone went the full
10 innings to record
the win. She had a
solid performance
with three walks and six
strikeouts in the game.
The Scots take on
Ohio Wesleyan and
Baldwin Wallace at
home this weekend
and travel to Hiram on
Bartha Tuesday. Currently
leading the Scot offen- -
sive, Horst has
knocked in six RBIs
en route to a team best slug-
ging percentage of .471.
Barone, who has pitched 72
innings this year, has a team
low ERA of 1.06.
golf team
lowed by Joe Punturi '05 for
28th with 160.
The invitational gave Wooster a
good indication of their standing
in the North Coast Athletic
Conference. Their main competi-
tion in the league appears to be
Denison University and
Wittenberg University who
scored 630 and 631 respectively.
The NCAC championships will
be played on the same course in
less than a month.
The golf team started their
spring competition over break at
the Traditional Invitational in
Baseball
April 11 vs Ohio
Dominican
April 13 and 14
at Oberlin
April 17 vs Muskingum
Editors: David Powell & Todd Worly
Track fin ishes fourth
Megan Eberts
Staff Writer
On Saturday, the College of
Wooster's track and field teams
competed in the Bud Yost
Invitational hosted by Otterbein
College. The men's team
placed fourth out of six teams,
with a total of 94 points. The
women's team scored 86 points
to also finish fourth among six
teams.
Nahum Kisner '02 was
among Wooster's top scorers,
placing second in the 100 meter
dash (11.19) and third in the
200 meter dash (22.77). Kisner
also ran a leg of the men's
4x100 meter relay, which fin-
ished second (43.78). Also in
the men's sprinting events,
Brian Barnes '03 claimed
eighth place in the 200 meter
dash (23.28), and third in the
400 meter dash (51.56).
Michael JourJen "03 hurdled
his way to a fif:h place finish in
the 1 10 meter high hurdles, fin-
ishing in 16.89.
In the field events, Keith
Vance '04 claimed second in the
shot put with a mark of 46'06".
In the javelin throw, Marc
Bryson '04 threw 155' 11" to
place third. Nathan Collins 04
finished fifth in both the pole
vault (12' 6') and the triple jump
(40'8.5").
Marty Coppola "02 doubled
in the distance events, finishing
fourth in the 1500 meter run
(4:10.31), behind Brendan
West Palm Beach, Florida on
March 18-1- 9.
Pintado led the team, shooting
152, to a finisfl of 625. Puntri
came in one stroke behind at 153.
The rest of the Scots also played
well with Michael Tilden '05 at
Men's Lacrosse Softball
April13 April 13 vs
vs Wittenberg Wesleyan
Ohio
April 14 vs
Baldwin-Wallanc- e
April 1 6 at Hiram
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Callahan '03's second place fin-
ish in that event (4:00.21) and
seventh in the 800 meter run
(2:01.47). Leading Coppola in
the 800, Gabe Thompson '03
finished sixth (2:01.38).
Wooster also had a good show-
ing in the 3000 meter steeple-- ,
chase, with Jared Rhode '03
placing third in 10:15.50.
Patrick Wynne "04 (10:44.97)
claimed sixth place.
In the women's events,
Justina Williams '02 won the
long jump (17'09.25") and fin-
ished sixth in the 100 meter
dash (13.64). Nicole DeSantis
'03 took fourth place in the 200
(28.09) and added a fifth place
finish in the 400 (63.84). In the
400 meter hurdles, Lydia Kruse
'02 was the runner up in 70. 13.
In relay action, Wooster was
second in the 4x400 (4:23.20),'
and third in the 4x100(51 .93).
For the women's distance
events, the steeplechase proved
to be quite a success. Tiffany
White '05 led the way, with a
winning time of 12:26.10.
Trailing her, Christy Egnatuk
'03 was second (12:46.74), and
Vanessa Georgeson '05 placed
fifth (13:30.05). Earning thirds
for Wooster were Sarah Grant
'04 in the 1500 'meter run
(5:05.35), and Jennie Stockdale
'05 in the 5000 meter run
(18:42.63).
The track and field teams will
next be competing at the
Oberlin Invitational on Friday at
Oberlin College.
159, Elliot at 161 and Tyler Scott
'05 at 168.
Later in the season the Scots
competed in the Muskingum
College Spring Invitational on
March 29-3- 0, the team came in
eigth of 12 teams.
Women's Tennis
April 11
at Baldwin-Wallan- ce
ApriH 3 at Allegheny
April 17 vs Kenyon
